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OPTICAL FIBER’S 
DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Fiber’s Core

In this case the fiber is called «single mode» 
because, due to the very small size of the core (9 
µm), there is only one mode of light propagation.

Sheath diameter in microns (µm) Sheath diameter in microns (µm)

Core diameter in microns (µm) Core diameter in microns (µm)

9 / 125 50 / 125

This type of fiber is called «multimode» 
because light propagates in several «modes», 
that means it can follow several paths inside 
the heart.

Single mode fiber (OS) Multimode fiber (OM)

Mobile and fixed are two very different environments, with different constraints, and therefore 
requiring a product perfectly adapted to its environment.

S2CEB, as the essential fiber optic specialist for the live and event universe, has been able to understand 
these issues in order to develop a complete offer. Whether for a fixed or mobile installation, our range 
of fiber optics offers a tailor-made solution and perfectly adapted products. You want to organize 
a live concert and festival-style event, or you want to make a fixed installation for a theatre and an 
auditorium, the S2CEB fiber optic is the right solution!

Optic, for fixed or mobile 
installation, we have the solution!

Core

CoatingOuter jacket

Core

Coating Outer jacket
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Their performance

*OS1, OM1 and OM2 are no longer the used fibers. 
Technical and technological advances have made 
it possible to develop a much more efficient and 
versatile fiber, making these models obsolete for 
recent installations.

Color : usually refers to the color of the fiber sheath

FIBER TYPE OM4 OM3 OM2* OM1* OS1* / OS2

Multimode Multimode Multimode Multimode Monomode

STRUCTURE 50/125 50/125 50/125 50/125 9/125

FLOW 10 Gbits/s
& 40 Gbits/s 10 Gbits/s 100 Mbits/s

& 1 Gbit/s
10 Mbits/s Unlimited

CORE 
DIAMETER 50/125 µ 50/125 µ 50/125 µ 62,5/125 µ 9/125 µ

RANGE Medium distance 
< 150 m

Medium distance 
< 300 m

Long distance
< 550 m

Long distance
< 5 km

Very long distance 
> 5 km

MULTIMODE 
FIBER IS 
INCOMPATIBLE 
WITH MONOMODE 
FIBER AND VICE 
VERSA
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Tight 
buffered

Loose 
tube

Structure : Loose tube or Tight 
buffered
(Direct connection)
The optical fiber is offered in two types of structure: Loose tube and Tight buffered. For these two 

structures, the heart of the fiber remains the same, it is the rest of the fiber design that differs.  

The tube cables, are designed for difficult outdoor environments. They include a water-resistant gel, 

which surrounds the fibers and protects them from moisture. They are therefore perfect for very humid 

environments where water and condensation can be a problem. Gel-filled tubes can also expand and 

contract with temperature variations.

The tightly structured cables, on the other hand, are optimized for indoor applications. They are best 

suited for medium-range LAN/WAN connections, indoor long-distance cabling. These cables are also 

easier to install, no gel to clean, you can crimp the connectors directly.
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OPTICAL CONNECTIONS

Below are the main optical connectors that you can find on the market.

The pigtail is a terminated fiber optic 
cable with a factory installed connector 
on one end, leaving the other end not 
connected. 
The connector side can then be 
connected to an equipment and the 
other side fused to the installed optical 
cable.

SC
The SC connector is commonly used in applications with much more sensitive 
feedback losses and requires a high-precision signal.

MPO
It provides multi-fiber connectivity in a connector to support higher bandwidth and 
higher density applications.

LC
The LC connector is a small SC connector. Thus, with the same properties, it can be 
placed in places more difficult to access.

PIGTAILS

The optical connectors are available in 3 families: PC, UPC and APC. To simplify, these designations 
refer to the polishing styles of the tips inside the connectors.

PC 
This is the most common type of polishing found on OM1 and OM2 multimode 
fibers. The PC fiber optic connector model has a slightly cylindrical cone head 
whose purpose is to eliminate air spaces.

APC 
Angled Physical Connect (APC) fiber connectors, have an end radius of the 
ferrule that is polished at an 8° angle, minimizing reverse reflection.

UPC 
UPC (Ultra Physicalt Contact) is an improvement of the PC fiber connector. It 
has a surface with an improved finish by prolonged polishing and the loss of 
efficiency is superior to the structure of the PC connector.
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MOBILE 
INSTALLATION

FOLIVE
Tactical Optical Cable - Black PUR Sheath
4 strands - OM3 or OS2

27500714
4 fibers Multimode 50/125 cord
Fiberfox IP68 with protective cap
Length 150 m

27500748
2 fibers Multimode 50/125 cord
Fiberfox IP68 with protective cap
Length 150 m

FOLIVE4G657A2
Tactical Optical Cable - Black PUR Sheath
4 strands - OS2

Cables Cords

For mobile use such as an event or concert, 
you have to use an optical cable dedicated to 
these applications. This is why we developed 
the FOLIVE which has a reinforced structure 
with aramid bits and a PUR sheath which gives it 
crushing force, an extreme flexibility and which 
can be put on reel.
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MOBILE INSTALLATION

JSCSCDOM3
OM3 Duplex Garter - SC / SC
Lengths: 1.2.3.5 and 10 m

JLCLCDOM4
OM4 Duplex Garter - LC/LC
Lengths: 1.2.3.5 and 10 m

27702000
1U panel, 19’ for 4 Fiberfox FCM modules

JSCSCDOS2
OS2 Duplex Garter - SC / SC
Lengths: 1.2.3.5 and 10 m

27702035
Plate with 2 holes Fiberfox D series

Garters

CHAUSSETPREMIUM
Premium fiber optic protection system

27702039
Fiberfox FCM standard module, 1 input plug 2 
fibers EBC1502 to 2 x SC or 2 x LC, 50/125

Accessories
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27507086
Base EBC 1504, 2m with 4 x SC 50/125
Serie D with protective cover

27507087
Base EBC 1504, 2m with 4 x SC 50/125
Serie D with protective cover

27507096
Plug receptacle EBC 1502, 2m with 2 x LC

27702001
Fiberfox Plug Plate for FCM Module

27507095
Plug receptacle EBC 1502, 2m with 2 x SC

Accessories

9
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FIXED 
INSTALLATION

MULTIIEC
Fiber optic cable with tight structure
LSZH Cca Sheath  -  Interior / Exterior
6, 12 and 24 strands - OM3, OM4 and OS2

EXTALCT
Loose tube Reinforced Fiber Optic Cable - 
HDPE Sheath
6, 12 and 24 strands - OM3, OM4 and OS2

FOFIRE
LZSH Fire Resistant Optical Cable
PUR Sleeve Black
6, 12 and 24 strands - OM3 and OS2

INTEXC
Fiber optic cable with loose tube structure
LSZH Cca Sheath  -  Interior / Exterior
6, 12 and 24 strands - OM3, OM4 and OS2

Cables

The choice of installation optical fiber will 
depend on where it’s located, outdoor and/
or indoor and its resistance to rodents. Below 
is an extract of our different cables that will fit 
perfectly to your projects.
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PIG2B12
UPC 2m Optical Pigtail
blister 12 colors
Available in LC,SC and OM3, OM4, OS2

MANCHONEPI60150
Splice protector sleeve 60 mm
rod diameter 1mm

48K712FO1598
MMC Stackable splice tray PR 12FO

CH1U
Empty chassis including 48MKS cable ma-
nagement kit with two “fiber spoolers”

CAMTP
12 PORTS MTP Cassette Chassis for CH1U

LXU04XLR
LGX Module PR 4 XLR + SNAP RIVET for CH1U

PIG2
Optical pigtail UPC 2m

Pigtails

Sleeves

Splice trays

Drawers
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REFERENCES STRUCTURE TYPES NB OF 
STRANDS RODENT SHEATH UTILISATION APPLICATION

MULTIxxIEOM3C
om3om3om3om3 6 to 24

INTEXxxyyyC

om4om4om4om4

 
om3om3om3om3

os2os2os2os2
2 to 24

EXTALCTxxyy

om4om4om4om4

 
om3om3om3om3

os2os2os2os2
2 to 24

FOFIREyyxxx

om4om4om4om4

 
os2os2os2os2

2 to 24
 RETARDRETARD

FOLIVExOM3
om3om3om3om3

 
os2os2os2os2 2 to 24 -

FOLIVE4G657A2 G657A2 2 tov 24 -

OFFER OVERVIEW
OPTICAL CABLES
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For more informations : 

LIVE AGENCY
3 Avenue Jeanne Garnerin

91320 WISSOUS
Bâtiment le Cormoran

Tél. 01 69 79 14 15
live@cae-groupe.fr


